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Wood Energy in America

Sustainable wood energy offers recurring
economic, social, and environmental benefits.
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onsumers increasingly want energy
that is renewable, clean, and affordable
from solar, wind, hydroelectric, geothermal, and biomass sources (1). One of the
simplest and oldest of renewables is direct
combustion of wood (2, 3). Wood supplied
more energy than fossil fuels in the United
States until the 1880s, when coal superseded
wood. This transition occurred earlier in
Europe, but today, thanks to regrowth of
forests and improved technologies, advanced
wood combustion (AWC) is being deployed
throughout Europe, supplying heat, cooling,
and power and reducing greenhouse-gas emissions (4). We argue that the European experience can guide successful implementation of
community-based AWC in many regions of
the United States.
Long important in Scandinavia, over the last
two decades, AWC has grown in its contribution to energy use of France, Germany, and central and eastern Europe. More than 1000 AWC
facilities have been constructed in Austria (5),
nearly all local community–based; more than
100 combine heat and electric power. Most
serve towns, portions of cities, industrial complexes, and public institutions, and nearly all
are 0.1 to 10 MW (thermal). The facilities emit
remarkably low quantities of air pollutants,
including greenhouse gases, and have thermal
efficiencies across the system approaching
90% (6). A high-efficiency wood-burning plant
was recently opened in Simmering-Vienna
with total thermal capacity of 65 MW, delivering electricity to the grid and heat to the city’s
district energy system (7).
Whether a plant of this size can be sustainably fueled is an open question. However,
Europe’s thousands of new community-scale
AWC facilities clearly demonstrate that, with
public backing, AWC can be rapidly implemented, can reduce oil imports and greenhouse
gas emissions, and can increase energy security
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Biomass-fueled combined
heat and power. Clean wood
combustion can sustainably
generate heat, cooling, and
electricity for communities.

with wood drawn from local woodsheds. AWC
can also help communities transition to other
renewable energies.
Rakos (8) argues that the major barriers to
AWC implementation are social, and not economic or technical, and that communities with
successful AWC systems adopt systematic
approaches to wood-energy policy and practice
(2, 5–8). To gain public support, decisionmakers must increase community appreciation
for AWC system reliability, air pollution control, and sustainable forest management, as
well as for how wood-energy dollars add jobs
and profits to local businesses. Community
leadership and public education are critical.
Considerations in Adopting Wood Energy

American forests were recently estimated to be
able to sustainably produce 368 million dry
tons of wood for energy generation per year (9,
10). This yield is likely an underestimate, as it
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does not account for wood used for pulp and
paper or low-value solid products, or wood
from fast-growing trees on nonagricultural
lands (11). Wood energy can add financial
value to the forest and can support restoration
and improvement in the form of timber-stand
thinnings. The sustainability of local woodsheds will need careful monitoring to assure
that forest-energy outputs enhance rather than
deplete ecosystems (12, 13). Forest bioenergy
planning can include detailed inventories and
management plans; education for foresters,
loggers, and the public; forest-management
certification; and thoughtful consideration within U.S. renewable fuel and energy standards.
Carbon policies need to distinguish renewable sources of energy (such as wood) that
recirculate CO2 already in the biosphere’s carbon cycle from fossil fuels that add more CO2
to that in active circulation.
European technical advances in wood-
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AWC Initiatives

To rekindle wood energy in America, we propose three energy initiatives that can have
wide-ranging, positive effects in many kinds
of communities over the coming few years.
First, in localities with sustainable wood supplies, make AWC an energy system of choice
for new construction and renovation. This initiative seems well targeted to the Northeast
U.S.A., given the region’s abundant forest
land and dependence on heating oil (21), but
AWC has great potential in the Southeast and
West. Relatively rapid transitions to AWC
heating and cooling are technically and economically achievable in schools, municipal
offices, hospitals, prisons, and industrial
facilities. A number of states promote renewable AWC in “Fuels for Schools” programs.
In Vermont, for example, 20% of public
school students now attend wood-heated
schools (22).
Second, make better use of wood collected by municipalities from diseased and
storm-damaged trees and from construction
sites. The volume of safely combustible
urban wood in the United States is nearly 30
million tons per year (9, 10). Often, local
communities dispose of this wood at some
expense and miss energy benefits that could

come from its clean combustion. Examples
of successful operations include one in
Minnesota where a refurbished coal-plant
has been generating heat, cooling, and power
by cleanly burning about 250,000 tons per
year of urban wood waste and organic materials in downtown St. Paul (23).
Third, expand district-energy systems (in
which heat is supplied from a central source to
several sites) tied to AWC. District-energy
AWC is used throughout Europe. It can be
observed in downtown St. Paul, Minnesota; in
hospitals and public buildings in Akron, Ohio;
and on campuses such as Colgate University
and the universities of Idaho and South
Carolina. District energy is attractive for highdensity communities and eco-friendly urban
and suburban housing.
Wood Energy in Perspective

We use two wood-resource calculations to
demonstrate the potential value of community-based AWC in America. The first considers a hypothetical program in a mediumsized U.S. state that develops communitybased AWC on a scale similar to that in
Austria (24). Consider if North Carolina were
to install one community-scale AWC project
per year (at 75 hp, 0.75 MW thermal) in each
of 100 counties over a 5-year construction
period. Although incremental investment
might be $100 million in each of the five construction years, fuel savings could grow to at
least $100 to $180 million per year (24), and
emissions of fossil CO2 could decrease by
0.75 to 1.0 million ton per year (24). The fuel
wood required by such a program would
amount to about 20% of a recent estimate of
the state’s energy-wood supply (25).
The second calculation considers wood
energy in relation to total U.S. energy consumption (26), currently about 100 quads
[100 × 1015 British thermal units (BTUs) or
25.2 × 1015 kcal] per year. Today, wood supplies the nation with about 2 quads per year
(26), and the national sustainable energywood supply (9, 10) potentially contains
about 5 quads per year (24). Although these
rates may seem small, they are enormous
quantities of energy, comparable to power
production from hydroelectric sources (~3
quads per year) or the content of energy in the
nation’s Strategic Petroleum Reserve (~4
quads) (27). Considering the controversial
plans to expand the nation’s nuclear capacity,
currently at 10 quads per year (26), how can
we not ask about the future potential of wood
energy, especially if the nation were to target
its development not only in forests and woodlands, but on low-productivity agricultural
lands and in cities?
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energy development include automated control
over combustion and air pollution. For example, Austria’s 1000 AWC facilities emit minimal amounts of sulfur oxides, mercury and
other metals, particulates, and carbon monoxide (5–7, 14). Minimal pollutant emissions
result from high-quality combustion control
(15, 16) and from wood’s low pollutant content
compared with that of fossil fuels. Critical
activities to facilitate adoption of reliable
wood-based technologies include training of
plumbers, steamfitters, and electricians (8) and
adaptation of international standards for equipment specifications, operation, pollutioncontrol, and safety.
Wood-energy economics are generally
more favorable in North America than in Europe (14), and it is ironic that AWC was initiated
in Europe (17, 18). If American communities
have sustainable wood supplies and AWC
gains public support, acute financial pressure
will spur wood-energy development because
fossil fuel costs currently exceed those of
wood by four times per unit of energy produced (17, 19, 20).
Thermally efficient conversion of wood
fuel for heating and cooling of buildings or
combined heat and power is a most important factor in sustainable siting and operation of AWC systems. Wood is too valuable
to use inefficiently.
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